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Background 
 
Contract Inserter for Visual Studio is graphical interface for discovering likely contracts for a C# 
project and easily inserting them as Code Contracts. 
 
As a simple example, suppose you have the following C# program which computes the first 
fifteen Fibonacci numbers. 
 
public static int Fibonacci(int n) 
{ 

int a = 0; 
int b = 1; 
 
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) 
{ 

int temp = a; 
a = b;  
b = temp + b; 

} 
return a; 

} 
 
 
static void Main() 
{ 

for (int i = 0; i < 15; i++) 
{ 

Console.WriteLine(Fibonacci(i)); 
}  

} 
 

Contract Inserter would report the following two Code Contracts for the Fibonacci function:  
 
Contract.Requires(n >= 0); 
Contract.Ensures(Contract.Result<int>() >= 0); 
 

Either contract can be automatically inserted into the source code with a single click.  
 

Installation 
 
Contract Inserter can be installed via an MSI installer that performs two actions: 
 

1. Installs the Add-in resources in your choice of directory. The default directory is 
C:/Program Files (x86)/C-Sharp Contract Inserter 

 
2. Registers the Add-in with Visual Studio 2012 by creating an .addin file at %HOME%/My 

Documents/Visual Studio 2012/Addins. 
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The Contract Inserter is hosted at https://bitbucket.org/fmc3/contract-inserter  and can be cloned via 

the hg clone command. The installer, named InserterInstaller.msi , is located in the 

installer folder of the checkout.  

 

If the Contract Inserter is successfully installed, the add-in can be run by selecting “C# Contract 

Discovery” from the Visual Studio Tools menu, as illustrated in the picture below.  

 

 

Uninstalling  
 
Contract Inserter can be uninstalled by uninstalling “C-Sharp Contract Inserter” via the 

Windows control panel. 

 

Installing .NET Code Contracts  
 

Code Contracts for .NET must be installed on your machine, otherwise you will experience 

compilation errors using the Contract Inserter. Code Contracts can be downloaded from 

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/contracts/.  

 

Referencing CSharpDaikonLib.dll (CSharpDaikonLib) 
 
CSharpDaikonLib.dll is a library of utility functions and extension methods for concisely 

expressing generated contracts, such as implications. A reference to must be added to each 
project you will be using the Contract Inserter with, otherwise you will experience compilation 
errors using the Contract Inserter. CSharpDaikonLib.dll is located in the 
CSharpDaikonLib folder of the Contract Inserter checkout.  

 

Generating Invariants  
 

When first opening the Contract Inserter there are two available actions, as shown in the 

diagram below. 

https://bitbucket.org/fmc3/contract-inserter
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/contracts/
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The ‘Project To Annotate’ selection box contains the C# projects in the current solution. All 

work is done at the project level. Thus, only a single project can be annotated at a time. 

The ‘Generate’ button begins the invariant generation process on the selected project, or lets 

you specify an existing trace or contracts file to use for the session. 

 

Files Created During Generation 

 

During generation, a number of files are created in the root project folder (the folder that 

contains the project’s .proj file).  

File Description 

contractInsert.dtrace A program trace generated with Celeriac. 

contractInsert.contracts Contract metadata (generated by Daikon) 

contractInsert.inv.gz Contract metadata (generated by Daikon) 

PureMethods.pure A list of methods considered to be pure (generated by Contract 
Inserter) used by Celeriac.  

 

Reusing a Program Trace or Contracts File 
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You can use an existing program trace or contracts file by clicking the ‘Generate’ button and 
selecting an existing trace (.dtrace) or contracts (.contracts) file. If you supply a trace 

file, contracts are generated directly, skipping binary instrumentation and execution. If you 
supply a contract files, those contracts loaded directly into the Contract Inserter, skipping 
generation.  
 
For long-running projects, using existing traces or contracts can save a significant amount of 
time. Note, however, these files can become outdated as your project evolves.  
 

Generating Contracts for Class Libraries  

 
Currently Contract Inserter cannot automatically instrument and run projects that output a 

class library. Please see the Celeriac instructions at https://code.google.com/p/daikon-dot-net-

front-end/ to manually create a trace. 

 

Inserting Invariants 
 

After generation has completed, the user interface will look like the diagram below.  

 

https://code.google.com/p/daikon-dot-net-front-end/
https://code.google.com/p/daikon-dot-net-front-end/
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1. The Project View Panel displays a hierarchal tree view of the annotated project. In this 
example, there are three classes, Person, PreferenceList, and Run that all belong to the 
namespace StableMatchingNoEnum. Selecting a class or function node in the tree will display 
more information about that selection in panels (2) and (3). A black node in the tree indicates 
contracts were generated for that element; a gray node in the tree indicates that the element 
has no generated contracts (however, sub-elements may have contracts). The number in 
parenthesis next to the nodes indicates the number of unfiltered contracts for that function.  
 

2. The Source Code Panel displays the source code and documentation of the selected element. 

It updates automatically as contracts and documentation are added or removed. 
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3. The Contract Selection Panel displays the available contracts for the selected element. The 

“requires” tab contains pre-condition contracts; the “ensures tab” contains post-condition 

contracts. See the section on invariant filtering for a description of the filtering tab.  

 

Insertion Actions 

 
Each contract has four available selection options (corresponding to the four icons next to the 
contract). Clicking on an icon performs that action on the invariant.  
 

Insertion Type Description 

 

 
 

Insert as contract. Inserts the invariant into the source code as a Code 
Contract. 

 

 
 

Insert as documentation. Inserts the invariant into the source code as XML 
documentation. 

 

 
 

Mark as false; no insertion is performed. 

 

 
 

Mark as implementation detail; no insertion is performed. Use this action for 
contracts that are true, but that should not be enforced via contract. 

 

Filtering Contracts by Action 

 

You can filter (hide) contracts that you’ve taken a particular action for using the Filters menu 

next to the “Generate” button. By default, no contracts are hidden. 

 

For example, to hide all contracts that you’ve marked as false, toggle the “Mark as false” icon 

from the menu: 
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Support for Classes Marked with [ContractClassFor] 

 

The code contracts for a class are sometimes defined in a separate class marked with the 
[ContractClassFor] attribute. This means the implementation resides in one class while the 
code contracts reside in another, both which implement or derive from a common interface. 
The source code panel displays the source code and documentation of the different classes.  
 
When inserting a contract for a method with an associated contract class entry, the contract is 
inserted into the contract class (as opposed to the implementation). 
 
Documentation is searched for in the following order: the common interface, the contract class 
and then the implementation method. If documentation exists in multiple locations, the 
documentation that was found first is used as the location to insert contracts as 
documentation.   
 
See http://devjourney.com/blog/code-contracts-part-5-abstract-types-and-interfaces/ for more 
information on contract classes. 
 

Automatic Insertion of Using Statements 

 
When inserting a contract into a source file, if “using System.Diagnostic.Contracts” and “using 

CSharpDaikonLib” are not present, they are automatically inserted. Your project must have 

Code Contracts installed and contain a reference to CSharpDaikonLib.dll or there will be 

compilation errors.  

 

Format of Displayed Contracts 

 
Contract text can be displayed in either the C# Code Contract format or the Daikon format 
which is more concise. For many contracts, the Daikon format is more readable.  For example, 
for ensures clasues, the Daikon format uses the word ‘return’ instead of 
‘Contract.Result<LongFullyQualifiedTypeName >’.  
 
You can toggle the contract display using the two radio buttons above the source code panel.  
 
Here are two examples illustrating the difference between the two formats: 
C#: Contract.Result<System.String>().Equals(Contract.OldValue(s)) 
Daikon: return == orig(s) 
 

http://devjourney.com/blog/code-contracts-part-5-abstract-types-and-interfaces/
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C#: Contract.Result<System.String[]>().Count() == 2 
Daikon: size(return[..]) == 2 
 

Invariant Filtering 

 

Not all generated contracts will be interesting to you. Contract Inserter lets you filter out the 
contracts by both the type of contract, as well as the variables involved in the contract. 
 
To create a filter, right click on one of the invariants you want to filter out and select the 
appropriate filter from the context menu. Each filter applies to a single function.  
 

 
 

Filtering By Contract Type 
  

You can filter using one of five invariant types: 
 

 All - matches any invariant 

 Unary - matches any invariant on a single variable 

 Binary - matches any invariant comparing two variables 

 Ternary - matches any  invariant comparing three variables 

 TypeOf - matches an invariant involving the getType() or typeof() functions. A TypeOf 
filter is applied to each function by default.  
 

Filtering By Variables  

 
Each contract is associated with one or more variables. For example, the contract 

Contract.Requires(this.x.id = a), is associated with variables            and  .   

Contract.OldValue(x) and x.FunctionCall() and x are said to represent the same variable: x.  
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Array Elements 

 

Contracts involving single array elements are considered to be associated with the same 
filtering variable. 
 
For example, the following two contracts are said to contain the same variable, this.array[i]: 
 
Contract.Requires(this.array[10] = 0) 
Contract.Requires(this.array[20] = 50) 
 
Right-clicking either of the contracts and selecting to filter by this.array[i] would filter both 
invariants. 
 
Collections 

 

Contracts over elements in a collection are associated with the collection and field. For 
example, a contract of the form: 
 
Contract.ForAll(this.array, x => x.field == value) 
 
is considered to be associated with the variable this.array[..].field. When displaying the 
contracts using the Daikon format, the contract would show as this.array[..].field == value. 

Removing an Invariant Filter 

 

To remove an invariant, open the filters tab and click the X button for the filter you’d like to 
remove. 
 
Clicking Details gives more detailed information about that filter. 
 
 

 
 

 


